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Abstract
There have been several knowledge-based systems for

statutory building regulations during the last decade,

such as Fenves et a?s systems using the SASE model,

Stone and Wilcox’s system using a rule-based approach,

and Waard’s system using Cornick et al’s model-based

approach. However, they take into account only one

side of building regulations, considering them on] y in

the context of design systems and ignoring the existence

of case histories. Building regulations are also part of

a legal system and have characteristics of law. In this

paper, we propose a Knowledge-Intensive Case-based

reasoning System which can be used for the retrieval

and maintenance of building regulations and case histo-

ries. First, we propose a unified knowledge representa-

tion scheme for both statutory building regulations and

cme histories. Second, we describe the retrieval of reg-

ulations information, which uses the notion of implied

similarity as well as structural mapping. Finally, we de-

scribe knowledge acquisition from case histories, which

is guided by knowledge gained from statutory regula-

tions and case histories.

1 Introduction

Building regulations prescribe standards for a defined

set of issued affecting building design and construction

and are part of a statutory building control system,

There have been several knowledge-based systems to

help the authoring and consultation process of building

regulations during the last decade, such as Fenves et
a/’s systems [7, 8, 12] using the SASE model, Stone and

Wilcox’s system [24] using a rule-based approach, and

Waard’s system [4, 5] using Cornick et d’s model-bssed

approach [3].
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However, they take a narrow view of building regula-

tions. They consider building regulations only as state-

ments of what requirements building elements satisfy in

terms of their attributes and relations between building

elements. They take into account only one side of build-

ing regulations, considering them only in the context of

design. Building regulations have characteristics of le-

gal information as well as of information needed in de-

sign. As part of a legal system, there is another source

of information, case histories, which must be available

in the authoring and consultation process of building

regulations. We will call statutory building regulations

and standards building regulations, and we will describe

statutory building regulations including standards and

case histories collectively as building regulations infor-

mation throughout this paper.

As legal knowledge, building regulations information

deals with several levels of concepts, from very abstract

to very detailed and concrete. Abstract concepts pro-

vide intentions that must be satisfied in the context of

law [6, 16], or design goals that must be achieved in the

context of design [14, 23, 9, 15]. More detailed and con-

crete concepts provide requirements or design solutions

with which buildings must comply in particular circum-

st antes to achieve a certain intention or goal. A building

needs to comply with certain requirements only when a

certain part of a building is matched with circumstances

in which those particular requirements are stipulated.

However, deviation from requirements described in de-

tailed and concrete terms is allowed in exceptional or

unexpected circumstances, provided that the intention

or goal can still be achieved [27, 6, 16, 25, 17]. Cases

which allow such deviation must be available for the

consolation of new cases which occur in similar circum-

stances or in the revision of statutory regulations. We

regard legal rules as the results of the accumulation and

generalisation of knowledge from case histories. ~

1The reader must not confuse production rules with legal rules,
whkh we wiil refer to many times in this paper. Production rules
are used to represent knowledge in expert systems. Production
rules have a simple If- T~en format, which is interpreted as “If



Building regulations information deals with various

issues (intentions or design goals) [14, 15]. It is very

rare for any part of a building to serve only one pur-

pose. The window is required to let in daylight and

sunlight, to provide a view while retaining privacy, and

to offer natural ventilation. The window in the exter-

nal wall poses problems of structural stability, heat loss

and noise transmission. Requirements for different is-

sues may complement (e.g., letting in daylight and of-

fering natural ventilation), inhibit (e.g., letting in day-

light and retaining privacy) or have no effect upon each

other (e.g., letting in daylight and noise transmission)

[14]. Different standards may be given in the same cri-

terion (e.g., the size of the window) to resolve different

issues. Therefore, when a criterion is evaluated for re-

quirements in an issue, all requirements described in

the same criterion with respect to other issues must be

checked to ensure that there is no conflict.

In this paper, we propose a Knowledge-Intensive

Case-based reasoning System (KICS) which makes use

of two clssses of AI techniques, case-based reasoning

and machine learning.

First of all, we describe a unified knowledge represen-

tation scheme for both statutory building regulations

and case histories. In previous approaches to knowl-

edge representation in the domain of law, two differ-

ent knowledge representation schemes have been used

to represent statute and case histories: mostly produc-

tion rules for statute [30, 21, 22, 25, 19], and frame-

based or semantic network representations for case his-

tories [28, 29, 19, 1, 2]. In our approach, legal rules are

regarded as the results of the accumulation and gen-

eralisation of knowledge from case histories, and rules

from both statute and case histories are represented as

models. To represent hierarchical and multidimensional

building regulations information, an abstraction hierar-

chy is constructed for each particular goal or intention.

Second, we describe the retrieval of models relevant

to the given case. The system first prunes irrelevant

models by category of buildings and then selects models

applicable to the given case by assessing similarity. In

similarity assessment, in addition to the notion of struc-

tural mapping which has been used in [11, 10, 13,26, 2],

we introduce the notion of implied similarity which as-

sesses similarity using domain theory. Evaluation of

cases against retrieved models is also described.

Finally, we describe knowledge acquisition from case

histories, The case must be decided as valid for acqui-

sition before being added to the knowledge base. The

certain conditions are known to hold Z%en draw the stated con-

clusion or take the stated action”, and a forward and backward
chaining method is used to reason with these rules. On the other
hand, legal rules are statements of what should be done in certain
circumstances in the context of a legal system. Legal rules can be
represent ed in many ways in computer, and production rules are
just one of them.

system then generalises cases and integrates them into

existing models, This process is guided by experience,

that is knowledge gained from statutory regulations and

previous cases and accumulated in the model knowledge

base.

2 Knowledge Representation

Development of regulations information is very simi-

lar to designing an object. Legislators create regula-

tions which achieve certain intentions; regulations pr~

vide possible ways of achieving such intentions (or con-

straints) at different levels of concepts concerning vari-

ous issues. One view of design is as follows [14, 23, 9, 15].

Design begins with a set of goals or objectives that rep-

resent the highest level design problems (intentions in

regulations) and these problems are refined into sub-

problems (constraints in regulations). A problem may

be decomposed into several subproblems or specialised,.
using more specific terms. Those refined subproblems

are themselves partial design solutions which serve as

a major stimulus for suggesting to the designer what

problem should be attended to next [23].

We can start with a set of intentions or goals and

build a knowledge base which contains structures of in-

tentions and constraints by decomposing and specializ-

ing the initial set of intentions or goals. New knowledge

from case histories can be added to the knowledge base

by modifying the contents and structure of the knowl-

edge base. In our system, knowledge from statutory

regulations and case histories will be represented as ab-

straction hierarchies of models in the Model Knowledge

Base (MKB). Each abstraction hierarchy will represent

a structure of a particular intention and its constraints.

In addition to the MKB, there will be the Domain

Knowledge Base (DKB). The DKB will include vocab-

ulary used to describe models and cases and knowledge

needed in the retrieval of relevant cases and the acqui-

sition of cases.

2.1 The Model Knowledge Base

The model knowledge base (MKB) will consist of mod-

els, which are used to represent knowledge from two

sources in one form: rules from statutory regulations

and rules from case histories. Rules from statutory reg-

ulations act as strong constraints on new cases in the

sense that a case must comply with regulations which

are applicable to it. We can discover how regulations

used to be interpreted and are interpreted in case his-

tories. Each case provides a way of interpretating a

particular set of regulations under particular circum-

st antes.

At the time of legislation, it is impossible to antici-

pate all possible circumstances in which a case can arise
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Figure 1: Interpretation Hierarchies

after legislation. Therefore new rules are set out when

a case arises in circumstances unanticipated at the time

of legislation. Furthermore, if it is unreasonable in the

particular circumstances for specific rules to be applied

and these rules can be met in a less onerous way, existing

rules may be relaxed. As the interpretation of written

regulations changes in time, all rules set out in case his-

tories may or may not apply to new cases. In this sense,

rules set out in previous cases act as weak constraints

to new cases. However, how cases were handled in sim-

ilar circumstances needs to be considered to decide the

conformance with regulations for the new case.

Rules from statutory regulations and case histories

can be described at different levels. First, rules in par-

ticular circumstances are described using more abstract

terms, which have broader meaning and can be inter-

preted in different ways. Each of these abstract rules

can serve as a goal or an intention which provides a

reason for existence of such rules. One or more rules

can be generated to provide ways of achieving a spe-

cific goal. In other words, refined rules explain how the

original rule is to be interpreted. There may be other

ways of achieving the specified goal but certain rules

are chosen and set out as regulations. Refined rules

are usually described using more detailed and concrete

concepts. Since there may be different rules to be satis-

fied in slightly different circumstances, each refined rule

may apply, not to the same circumstances to which the

original rule should apply, but to the subdivided or re-

duced circumstances. Each of these refined rules can be

refined again in aa much detail as necessary.

For example, the Scottish building regulations[20] im-

plicitly require that all buildings be built to ensure

the safety (Rl) and convenience (R2) of people in and

around buildings and the conservation of fuel and power

(R3), and not to harm the health of people living in or

visiting buildings (R4). These four rules (R1–R4) can

be considered four intentions for which the regulations

are legislated. The regulations provide an interpreta-

tion of the rule R3 as: all buildings should be built to

limit heat loss (R5). R5 is again interpreted as: reason-

M15:
M.:

Mcd:

M~d:

Ms :

M$9:

c:

itf,d:
M,:

dwelling, industrial.building,

storage, warehouse

window(A), t ype(A,single.glazed),

wall(B), type(B,exposed), in(A,B)

percentage-area( A, C), C <15

strong

dwelling

rooflight (A), t ype(A, single-glazed),

roof(B), in(A,B)

percentage_area(A, P), P <15

strong

Figure 2: Model M15 and M19

able provision should be made for the building fabric

(R6) and for the building services (R7).

Again, a building is considered to satisfy R6 if floors,

walls and roofs are constructed so that they do not ex-

ceed the appropriate U-values (R8-R14), and if the total

areas of single-glazed openings in those walls and roofs

do not exceed the prescribed areas (R15-R20). R6 does

not apply to all floors, walls and roofs and the regu-

lations prescribe different U-values and different areas

of openings in different situations. The regulations also

prescribe different U-values and areas of openings to

those components of different categories of buildings.

Rules should apply to buildings which fall into certain

situations in which these rules are stipulated. However,

as mentioned earlier in discussing case histories, new

rules are set out in some unexpected or slightly dif-

ferent circumstances and existing rules are relaxed in

exceptional circumstances.

Here is an example. Suppose that statutory regu-

lations prescribe the total area only for single-glazed

openings (R15). When the window is double-glazed, it

is unreasonable to apply the same rule. In such cases,

the authority will permit the construction of a larger

window (Cl), for instance, the maximum 17 percent of

the total floor area, provided that this is reasonable pro-

vision to limit heat loss (i.e., the building satisfies R6,

consequently, R5 and R3). Such cases can be consid-

ered as providing another interpretation of R6. Figure

1 shows the structure of rules as a hierarchy. Note that

in the top and second levels of the hierarchy rules are

applied to a building, in the third level the building

fabric which is part of a building, and in the fourth

level floors, walls, roofs and openings which are part of

the building fabric. In other words, as levels go down,

components to which the rule is to apply become more

concrete and therefore the scope of application of rules

becomes more restricted.
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Figure 3: Abstraction Hierarchies of Models

Each rule from statutory regulations and case histo-

ries will be represented as a model. A model M consists

of four parts: M = (MC, M.d, M,d, M,) where MC is the

category to which the model applies, ikfcd is the descrip-

tion of key features of circumstances to which the model

applies, M$d is the description of (required or proposed)

solutions, and M, is the strength (“strong” or “weak”).

Circumstances can be described in terms of objects,

their attributes and relations between objects. Solu-

tions can be described in terms of attributes or relations

between objects usually but sometimes not included in

the description of circumstances. The strength will be

given as “strong” if the model is taken from statutory

regulations, or as “weak” if the model is taken from case

histories.

The category description of a parent model always

subsumes the category description of all child models.

In other words, if a model does not apply to a case

because the category in this model does not include the

category described in the given case, this means that

descendant models of this model also do not apply to the

given case. The category description together with such

hierarchical structure of models will serve as effective

indices in the retrieval of relevant models (described in

Section 3).

For example, R15 and R19 in Figure 1 can be repre-

sented as M 15 and M 19 respectively as shown in Figure

2.2

Once all rules are converted into models, an abstrac-

tion hierarchy can be built from the interpretation hi-

erarchy of rules, It is also possible to construct several

hierarchies, each of which represents a hierarchy of one

topic. For example, four hierarchies can be built for

four different subjects (i.e., R1 to R4). Figure 3 shows

model hierarchies constructed from interpretation hier-

archies in Figure 1. It is assumed that if there are two

models in different levels the model in the upper level

has greater strength than the model in the lower level.

Z~ & description of models and cases throughout this paPer,

quxmnts starting with an uppercase character are variables and
=Pents starting with a lowercase character are Comtants.

Figure 4: Aggregation Relations
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Figure 5: Specialisation Relations

However, exceptions to a rule are sometimes permit-

ted to a particular category of buildings and this in-

formation is inherited along the abstraction hierarchy.

For example, limited life buildings which are used for

dwelling do not need to satisfy the model M3 in Figure

3 and therefore do not need to satisfy all descendant

models of M3 either. Such inherit ante mechanisms need

to be implemented in the proposed knowledge represen-

tation scheme.

2.2 The Domain Knowledge Base

Knowledge in the DKB will be used to classify a given

case, i.e., to find models whose category and circum-

stance descriptions are most similar to those of the given

case. All vocabulary used to describe models will be in-

cluded in the DKB: objects and their synonyms, prop-

erties which an object can have, and relations which can

exist between objects.

Specialisation and aggregation relations will be used

to represent the object hierarchies. For example, com-

ponents in a building can be represented using aggrega-

tion reIations as in Figure 4.

Objects can relate to more general objects by speciali-

sation relations. For example, specialisation hierarchies

of components in a building can be constructed as in

Figure 5. The category of buildings can also be repre-

sented using specialist ion relations.



Knowledge in the DKB will also be used in the simi-

larity test (described in Section 3.2.2) to reveal similar-

ities which cannot be found in the surface description

but can be inferred from the given description of the

circumst antes using domain knowledge. For example,

if the circumstance description includes “there is a win-

dow in a bedroom” and the system fails to find models

whose circumstance description matches, then this can

be rephrased as “there is a wall in the bedroom and

the window is in that wall” and the system will try to

match again. Here are three rules which can be used to

rephrase the given circumstance description:

. A wall X is exposed, then X is also external.

● A window X is in the roof, then X is a rooflight.

● There is a window X in a bedroom, then there is a

wall Y in the bedroom and X is in Y.

3 Retrieval of Relevant Models

A new case C will be represented in the same way

as models in the MKB without the strength: C =

(CC, 6’Cd, C$d) where CC is the category, C.d is the cir-

cumstance description, and 6’~d is the proposed solu-

tion. A new case C will be given with a specific goal

G and the system will retrieve relevant models in the

model hierarchy of the specified goal ~G. This will be

carried out in two phases:

1. retrieve models whose category description sub-

sumes the category description of the given case

2. among retrieved models, select models whose cir-

cumstance description is similar to the circum-

stance description of the given case

3.1 Retrieval by Category

The system will compare CC of C and &fc of models in

~G to retrieve models whose category description MC

subsumes the category description CC of the given case.

Me is said to subsume CC when:

● objects in M= and CC are matched; or

● objects in MC are matched with objects in the

higher level of the specialisation hierarchy than ob-

jects in Cc

The system will start by comparing CC with the root

model of ~G. The system will go down until the lowest

level L in which MC subsumes CC is found. Once the

system finds a model whose M= does not subsume CC,

the system will stop going down to descendant models

of the current model. Only models in the path from the

root model to the parent model of the current model

HR OBJI?KXS 11+ M~
n

M8 M9 M1O M1l M12 M13 MIS M19

building

building

b.dding falric,

hdiding service

flo(m,wzdklof,

windowwoflight

Figure 6: Hierarchy of Retrieved Models

will be marked “relevant”. The system will continue

comparing the remaining models in ~G until there is

no model to compare. The system will then retrieve

models marked “relevant”. Retrieved models will again

constitute a hierarchy HR which is a subhierarchy of

HG.
For example, suppose that a case C2 is given as fol-

lows with the, goal “energy conservation”.

C2:
cc: house

Cccl: window(a), type(a,single.glazed),

wall(b), type(b,exposed), in(a,b)

C,d: percentage-area( a,14.5)

Based on the specialisation relations shown in Figure 5,

models whose category description includes “building”,

“dwelling” and “house” will be retrieved. The system

will come up with models HR = {M3, M5, M6, M7, M8,

M9, M1O, Mll, M12, M13, M15, M19}. The hierarchy

of retrieved models ~R is shown in Figure 6.

3.2 Selection of Models by Similarity of

Circumstances

Among models in HR, the system will select models

whose circumstance description kfcd is similar to the

circumstance description 6’Cd of the given case. Like

k.fcd, Ccd is described in terms of objects, their at-

tributes and relations between objects. Similarity will

be measured by comparing those objects, their at-

tributes and relations between those objects. This will

be carried out in two phases:

1.

2.

find the right level of models in HR

among models in the right level in HR, select mod-

els wh-ose circumstance-description is similar to the

circumstance description of the given case

3.2.1 The Right Level of ModeIs

First, the system will look for the righf level in HR.

The right level means the level in which objects in M,d

258



and objects in Ccd are on the same level of aggregation

hierarchies so that objects in &fcd and objects in 6’Cd

are comparable.

For example, in the case C2 in the previous section,

the circumstances are described in terms of “windows”

and “walls”. The system will begin to compare these ob-

jects with hfcd of the root model in HR shown in Figure

6, and go down until the system reaches the fourth level

on which ~Cd is described in terms of “floors”, “walls”,

“roofs”, “windows” and “rooflights”. The models on the

fourth level, HR4 = {M8, M9, M1O, Mll, M12, M13,

M15, M 19} will be retrieved for the next process, the

similarity test,

3.2.2 The Similarity Test

Once the right level are found, the system will compare

the details of circumstance descriptions. A model which

satisfies any of the following similarity cn”teria will be

selected.

● literal similarity

● analogy

● semantic similarity

● embedded similarity

● implied similarity

First, the system will try to find model(s) whose kfcd

is similar to ccd of the given case by the first four cri-

teria (structural mapping). If this attempt fails, the

system will try to bring out similarity hidden under the

surface description of ccd (implied similarity). The sy5

tern will transform C.d into an alternative description

using domain knowledge and repeat the similarity test

with this alternative description.

Literal Similarity: All objects and their attributes

are matched and all relations between objects are also

matched. This has been called literal similan”ty by Gen-

tner [11, 10] or structural consistency by Holyoak and

Thagard [13, 26].

Analogy: Objects and relations between objects are

matched but few or no object attributes are matched.

This has been called analogy by Gentner [11].

Embedded Similarity: kfcd is similar to only part

of Cd. Ccd contains extra objects with or without

their attributes and extra relations which do not match.

This extra information can be regarded as not critical

in determining the uniqueness of the particular circum-

stances to which a model should apply. Therefore, this

extra information will be ignored in the similarity test.

An example is shown below.

C3:
c.: house

C=d: window(a), type(a,single.glazed),

wall(b), type(b,exposed), in(a,b),

bedroom(r), in(a,r),

floor-area(r,6,square-metre)

C,d: height(a,l,metre), width(a,0.6,metre)

In Ccd of C3, the floor area of the bedroom is specified

instead of the percentage area of the window. The floor

area is not one of the key features of ikfcd of M 15 but

is only needed to calculate the percentage area in the

evaluation of the case. Therefore kfed of M 15 shown in

Figure 2 can be said to be similar to Ccd of C3 and M15

will be selected.

Implied Similarity: Some objects are matched and

some objects are not matched. But relations between

objects imply that the situation is similar.

For example, no itfcd of any model in HR4 matches

C.d of the case C4 by the criteria described so far.

C4:
c.: house

Cccl: apartment(a), roof(b),

window(c), t ype(c,single.glazed),

have(a,c), in(c,b)

C$d: percentage.area(c,l 1)

The window “c” is in the roof “b” and this means that

“c” is a rooflight. From this fact, M 19 is relevant to

this case and must be selected. This can be achieved by

redescribing Ccd as follows and repeating the similarity

test:

C4’:
cd: apartment(a), roof(b),

rooflight (c), type(c,single_glazed),

have(a,c), in(c,b)

Then MCd of M19 shown in Figure 2 is similar to this de-

scription by the embedded similarity criterion and M 19

can be selected.

Semantic Similarity: Objects or their attributes
Here is another example.

are not exactly the same but similar in that relations C5:

are matched. Semantic similarity described by Holyoak
c.: house

and Thagard [13, 26] includes this kind of similarity. Cccl: window(a), t ype(a,single-glazed),

Holyoak and Thagard include similar relations in Se- bedroom(b), in(a,b)

mantic similarity as well as similar objects and at-
C,d: percentage.area(a,14 .5)

tributes. Semantic similarity will be measured using From the fact that the window “a” is in the bedroom

domain knowledge stored in the DKB (see Section 2.2). “b”, it can be inferred that there is a wall “x” in the



bedroom “b” and the window “a” is in the wall “x”.

Therefore, thecircumstances can be redescribed as:

C5’:
cd: window(a), type(a,single_glazed),

bedroom(b), in(a,b),

wall(x), in(a,x)

Then h’fcd of M15 shown in Figure 2 is similar to this

description by analogy and embedded similarity criteria

and M 15 will be selected.

Alternative descriptions of the given circumstances

can be produced by referring to domain knowledge. To

be able to select a model which is similar by the implied

similarity criterion, the system must have a sufficient

amount of knowledge. This knowledge must also be

reliable to get correct results. The more domain knowl-

edge the system has, the more cases will be covered by

the retrieval procedure.

3.3 Evaluation of a Case against Re-

trieved Models

To determine the conformance of the given case, the sys-

tem will compare the proposed solution Csd of the given

case C with the solution kf,d of each retrieved model M.

If the solution described csd is within the range of the

solution Mad, C is said to satisfy M. When a criterion is

evaluated for requirements in an issue, all requirements

described in the same criterion for other issues must be

checked to ensure that there is no conflict.

For a case to be determined aa compliant with the

regulations, among models ret rieved as relevant, all

“strong” models should be satisfied but “weak” models

need not be satisfied. When the proposed solution does

not satisfy any “strong” models retrieved as relevant

but satisfies “weak” model(s), those “weak” model(s)

can be used as materials for justifying the relaxation in

the case. The system will provide a list of models re-

trieved and the result of the evaluation of each model

against the case.

4 Acquisition of New Cases

A new model will be created or existing models will be

upda$ed by acquiring new rules from cases, which are

evaluated as not compliant but determined as compliant

by the human expert. A case must pass the validity

test for acquisition before being integrated into existing

models.

4.1 Validity Test for Acquisition

The decision on whether the case is valid for acquisi-

tion depends mainly on the human expert. The system

will assist the human expert by providing information

needed in making such a decision.

For a case to be valid for acquisition, there are two

conditions to be satisfied. First, the case needs to be

decided compliant. Models in the path from the root

model Ml to the model Mn retrieved for evaluation

provide the reason why the retrieved model should be

satisfied. If the case does not violate any of rules repre-

sented as models in the path from MI to M~. 1, 3 then

the case must be regarded as compliant and valid for

acquisition. If a case is valid for acquisition, the case

C will be integrated with other “weak” models at the

level of Mi, which is the model at the lowest level in the

path among the models which provide reason for justifi-

cation. Once such cases are integrated into the existing

hierarchy of models, it is also possible to provide the

expert with this model as backing materials for justifi-

cation in similar cases in which the proposed solution

does not satisfy any “strong” models (whether relevant

or not) but the proposed solution satisfies this acquired

“weak” model.

Second, there should be no conflict with existing

models marked “strong” in model hierarchies other than

~G. To identify conflicts, the system will look for mod-

els in other model hierarchies whose Msd is provided in

terms of the same attributes or relationships between

the objects matched with those in 6’8d within the same

category with Cc. If there exist such models, Csd will

be evaluated against it!f,d of those models. It is assumed

that there is no conflict between the models already in

the MKB.

For example, when the following case is given, only

M 15 will be retrieved by the analogy criterion but the

solution proposed in this case does not satisfy M15.

C6:
c=: house

C,d: window(a), type(a,double.glazed),

wall(b), type(b,exposed), in(a,b)

Csd: percentage-area( a,18)

The only difference is the type of the window “a”, which

is “double-glazed”. There are three models, M3, M5

and M6, that provide the reasons why M15 is to be

satisfied. In order for C6 to be added to the MKB,

first, the proposed percentage of double-glazed window,

“18”, must be proved by the expert to be reasonable

provision (M6) to limit heat loss (M5) from the house.

Second, there must be no conflict with existing strong

models. In C6, the solution is described in terms of the

“percent age area” of the window. Suppose that there

are two strong models which describe ikf$d in the same

3This will be decided by the human expert. The decision pro-

cess is often political rather than logical, and decisions are often

made on the ground of political policy. It could be possible to

build a computational model of such a decision process but that

is beyond the bounds of this paper.
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category with Cc of C6 and also describe their required

solution in the same terms with csd of C6: M30 in the

model hierarchy of “convenience” and M43 in the model

hierarchy of “health”.

dwelling

apartment(A),

wall(B), type(external),

window(C), have(A,C), in(C,B)

percentage.area( C, P), P ~ 6.67

strong

dwelling

room(A), not kitchen(A),

floor(C), in(C,A),

area(C,N ,square.metre), N ~ 4,

ventilator(B), in(B,A)

percentage-area( B, P), P ~ 3.33

strong

C6 does not conflict with either of M30 and M43, and

therefore C6 is valid for acquisition.

However, solutions may be too specific to apply to

new cases so that they need to be transformed into less

specific solutions. This will be done by integrating with

other “weak” models.

4.2 Integration of Cases with Existing

Models

Acquisition of a case is done by integrating the case into

existing “weak” models. If there is no “weak” model

which represents rules in the same context, a “weak”

model will be created from the case. If there are “weak”

models which represent rules in the same context, the

case will be integrated into those models. The category

and the proposed solution of the case will be combined

with the category and the solution of those models.

First, the system will guess the category of buildings

to which rules in the case should apply. The system

will guess the category by looking at “strong” sibling

models at the same level as the model which the case is

supposed to satisfy but does not. The system will look

for “strong” models:

● whose category subsumes the category of the case;

● whose circumstance description is similar to the cir-

cumstance description of the case; and

● whose solution is given in the same criteria.

If there are such models, then the category of selected

models will be the category to which rules in the case

may apply.

Second, the system will collect “weak” models with

which the case can be integrated. Among “weak” sibling

models at the same level as the model which the case is

supposed to satisfy but ‘does not, the system will look

for models:

● whose category is subsumed by the guessed cate-

gory;

● whose circumstance description is similar to the cir-

cumstance description of the case; and

● whose solution is given in the same criteria.

Finally, the system will generalise the solutions from

the case and the collected “weak” models, and create a

new model from the guessed category, the circumstance

description of the case and the generalised solution. The

strength will be set to “weak”. The “weak” models

whose solutions are integrated into the new model will

be replaced with this new model.

For example, in Section 4.1, C6 was decided to be

valid for acquisition. M15 was the model that C6 waa

supposed to satisfy. Among “strong” sibling models of

M 15, M15 is the only “strong” model which represents

a rule in the same context as C6. Therefore, the cat-

egory of M 15 (“dwelling”, “industrial building”, “stor-

age” and “warehouse” ) will be the category of the new

model.

Then the system will look for “weak” models which

represent rules in the same context as the case. Suppose

that there is only one “weak” model M21 which meets

those conditions.

M21:
Me: flat

fkfcd: window(A), type(A,double-glazed),

wall(B), type(B,exposed), in(A,B)

Mad: percentage-area( A, C), C <17

M,: weak

The solution in M21 is given in terms of the maximum

percentage area of windows. “18” percent of window

area, which is greater than the maximum percentage

are of windows prescribed in M21, is permitted in C6.

M21:

Csd: percentage-area( A, C), C <17

C6:

6’sd: percentage-area( a,18)

Therefore the solutions from M21 and C6 can be gener-

alised as “the percentage area of double-glazed windows

in walls should not exceed 18 percent of the total floor

area”. M21 will be replaced with the new model M21’.

M21’:
MC: dwelling, industrial-building,

storage, warehouse

kfcd : window(A), type(A,double-glazed),

wall(A), type(B,exposed), in(A,B)

it’f.d: percentage-area(A, C), C <18

M.: weak
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5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed a Knowledge-Intensive

Case-based reasoning System (KICS) which can be used

for consultation and maintenance of building regula-

tions information. There are several features worth

pointing out as likely contributions.

First, both statute and case history are integrated

in one knowledge base using a single representation

scheme. In previous approaches to knowledge repre-

sent ation in the domain of law, two different knowledge

representation schemes have been used [18, 30, 21, 22,

25, 28, 19, 1]. In our approach, legal rules are regarded

as the results of the accumulation and generalisation

of knowledge from case histories, and rules from both

statute and case histories are represented as models.

Second, intentions of building regulations can be ex-

pressed explicitly by representing building regulations

information as abstraction hierarchies of models. In

this way, the semantics of building regulations infor-

mation can be represented more clearly than previous

approaches such as the SASE model [7, 8, 12], a rule-

based approach [24], and the information model-based

approach [4, 5].

Third, retrieval of relevant models is carried out in the

abstraction hierarchies of models. These abstraction hi-

erarchies make it possible to retrieve relevant models in

a very efficient way by pruning irrelevant models at an

early stage in retrieval (retrieval by category). In addi-

tion to the notion of structural mapping (literal similar-

ity, analogy, semantic similarity, embedded similarity)

which has been widely used for similarity assessment

[11, 10, 13, 26, 2], similarity is also assessed by using

domain theory (implied similarity).

Finally, as regulations information develops in time,

the system maintains an up-to-date interpretation of

regulations information by integrating cases into ex-

isting models in the MKB, Integration of cases into

the MKB is guided by knowledge stored in the MKB,

i.e., knowledge from statutory regulations and previous

cases.

We are just beginning to implement the system in

Prolog. Along with implementation, there are two is-

sues that need further investigation. First, inheritance

mechanisms for category information in the abstrac-

tion hierarchies need to be implemented in the pro-

posed knowledge representation scheme, Second, the

system needs to provide a means of acquiring new do-

main knowledge, which includes checking correctness

and consistency of domain knowledge,
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